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$AiM is a decentralized community-driven
token under Binance Smart Chain.  Our goal
(but not limited to) is to provide active and
passive income to its community holders.
First, we will utilize the understated
"staking" utility. We believe there is power
in a community united with a common goal
- to have a better life.

Welcome to
AiM Token



It’s not faith
in technology.
It’s faith in people.
steve jobs



Token Name Automated Income Machine - AiM

Blockchain Binance Smart Chain

Type Utility

Launch Date 01/08/2023



We believe that our existence in cryptocurrency is not
by accident but with a noble purpose to positively

impact the world - that there is a better life in crypto.
We also provide income sources for the community

and it will continue to evolve every day.

Vision



Mission
To build the most loved community in

crypto and to educate the masses about it.



Tokenomics Tax

30% Liquidity Pool
60% Staking

10% Development

Can set total tax for buy
and sell to 18%

Regular tax - 6/9

Token Economics



Technical Support
2 years experience in cryptocurrency.

Marketing and Consultant
Online Community builder

Offline Marketing Manager
4 years experience in crypto marketing

Offline Marketing Manager
4 years experience in crypto marketing

Captain Bacz

FikaPom

Coach Hora

Coach Henry

Community
Leaders



Fundamental
Principles



We work and act in a decentralized way.
Granting an open-door policy to our
community but whatever the situation along
this journey, our ethics and honesty will
always prevail above all else. We always
believe that transparency, honesty, and
service will help us grow beyond the success
we have ever imagined.

Availability - Updates & Announcement

Organic Growth - Word of mouth advertising

Marketing and Promotion - Paid ads

Delivery - Milestone updates

Fundamental Principles



Fundamental Principles

AiM strives to be the best:

1. Leaders
the management team is not just merely managing its business but also creating a
working environment where community members grow not only in their crypto career
but allowing them to uniquely develop and unleash their God-given potential.

2. Investments

with the fundamental principles we have, we aim to prioritize the success of the
organization by putting our communities interests and investors first. We always
believe that the community is the lifeblood of the organization.

3. Marketing Personnel

we aim to have marketers equipped in building a long-term base of smart
investors. Personnel are not limited to being marketers but we will
provide training in coaching and mentoring.



Our Utility & Services

We are using MTD, our partner's
Dapps
Our own staking platform is in
development

Yeild Farming Dapp Under BSC

Anyone can list to sell his or her
products using our platform

Simple Casino

To be developed at higher
market capitalization

Vendor Market

More to come

Future expansion..



You buy $AiM token, Stake to farm then
harvest the rewards daily or anytime you
want after 24 hours.

Compensation for the marketing personnel
or any community members who want to
advance the objective of $AiM.

How does it work?

>5% referral bonus in the native token is
credited to your wallet every time your referral
stakes his token.

Yeild Farming
(Live)



Other utilities will
be updated soon...


